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Hello Johnny,

Welcome to your Cosmic Power Profile providing insights into your personal ‘Cosmic Power’ and potential by
interpreting the positions of the planets and their relationship to one another on the day you were born.

Your birth chart represents a map of the solar system based on the exact date, time and place of your birth. It provides a
detailed blueprint of your individual Cosmic Power, and reveals the potentials you were born with, and how you can
make the most of them on your personal journey through life.

Most people know their Sun sign - namely, the sign of the Zodiac occupied by the Sun at birth. However, it is not only the
Sun sign which exerts a powerful influence over your birth chart and your character. The positions and relationships of
the Planets also play essential roles in making you the person you are, as well as the person you have it in your power to
become.

As you read through this analysis you will occasionally come across information which appears to be contradictory. This
is to be expected, as each individual's character is extremely complex. For example, there are times when you may
appear confident, even aggressive, and other times when you are moody and withdrawn. If planetary patterns are
repeated time and time again, it is because the planets are focusing on a particular and very important strength or
weakness within your character.

The birth chart is comprised of three basic factors. When the time of birth is not known we only consider the first two.

1. The Planetary Aspects (angles) formed between the Sun, Moon and Planets, as viewed from the Earth, are
represented by the coloured lines in the centre of your chart. The intensity and importance of the angles is indicated by
the number of stars out of five which are blacked in beside each aspect in the report.

2. Each planet is located in a particular sign of the Zodiac. The symbols for each Zodiac Sign are placed around the
outside edge of the birth chart, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius,
and Pisces.

3. Each planet is also located in a particular House, which represents a specific sphere of human life, and is marked 1 to
12 in the birth chart. The house interpretations are not included when time of birth is not known.

How the planetary positions of your birth chart relate to each other are interpreted on the following pages outlining your
potential development. Your birth chart, is indeed unique, although many people may have, for instance Mars in Scorpio,
or Venus in Capricorn, and hence have certain traits in common, the number of ways in which the three factors of
Planetary Aspects, Zodiac Signs and Houses can be combined is infinite.

The 'Aspects' are given a Star Rating from one to five to show their relative importance in the Profile. To the right of each
pair of 'aspect' symbols is a group of five stars, the more dark stars there are the more important the connection. The
keys for the planets and the other symbols and terms used are given at the back of the report.
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Johnny Depp

Born Sunday 9 June 1963 Local Time 08:44 AM Universal Time 02:44 PM

Owensboro, Kentucky Long:87W07 Lat:37N46

Geocentric      Tropical      Placidus      True Node
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Cosmic Power Interpretation

The interactions between the planets in your birth chart are interpreted here, providing you with a unique insight into
your personality and your potential growth and development. Your birth chart is a celestial snapshot of a single moment
in time and reveals qualities, characteristics, dreams and desires which might otherwise remain hidden. Cosmic Power
begins with your character and temperament and continues with interpretation of your Rising Sign.

Johnny's character

Johnny's temperament

You are solid and dependable, having perseverance and staying power. You can endure situations, far longer than most,
determined to see them through to the end. In fact, you often have the end in sight even before you begin. You are
strongly sensual, in the sense of needing to feel the physical proof of things. That is, 'what can't be touched isn't real'. This
applies equally to intellectual concepts, you like abstractions to be explained and made understandable in a logical,
practical, way. When they are not, you can show your objection by becoming stubborn and uncooperative.

Johnny's dependability

MARKER

You might find it difficult at times to relate to, and appreciate, others on an emotional and instinctive level. This may also
apply to your experience of your own inner life. Try to maintain a more permanent sensitivity towards your own and
others feelings.

Johnny's emotions

MARKER

You might at times lack that old get-up-and-go when action and initiative are called for. Therefore, you may find that you
function best in already established surroundings, or when you are being managed by others.

Johnny's capabilities

MARKER

Cosmic Power For Johnny
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_

Self-identity

You project yourself with energy, dignity and pride and need to be acknowledged as someone whose ideas and opinions
are worth considering. However, at times, this need to push yourself forward could be overdone making you appear
somewhat forceful, abrupt or pushy.

5

Represents the area of life concerned with your sense of self-identity, the impression you give and how others see you.

The Ascendant or Rising Sign

Leo Rising

Effective self expression

You're able to express yourself with ease. You know how to communicate your needs effectively, which often results in
you getting what you want from others. You're rarely at a loss for something to say and you often liven up social
gatherings with your conversation and lively sense of fun.

However, this aspect also suggests a certain amount of restlessness, particularly in your career. If you feel that your
talents are not being used to the full you'll quickly be on the lookout for a new direction that could be more satisfying
and fulfilling.

_ Ascendant Sextile Sunay

MARKER

assss

Sensitive

You're emotionally sensitive to what others say and do. Occasionally you'll tend to give in to pressures or manipulation
by others, just to keep the peace. You may also find it difficult to let go of past feelings and memories.

You need to learn to live in the here and now and to show that you can stand up for your own needs and be caring at the
same time.

_ Ascendant Quincunx Moonsu

MARKER

aasss

Motivation

You have an optimistic outlook on life. You're confident in your own creative talents, perhaps sometimes a little
over-confident, but you always try to achieve something positive with your life.

Not content with standing still or remaining in a comfortable rut, you're open to expanding your range of experiences, to
meeting new people, seeing new places, considering new ideas.

Whilst you generally want to expand your horizons, there will also be times when you'll tend to sit back and wait for new
experiences to come to you. In other words although you have ambitious plans, quite often you'd prefer to achieve them
with the minimum of effort on your part! Take care, or they'll never actually be achieved. The self-discipline and
self-motivation you need to achieve what you desire will need to be developed.

_ Ascendant Trine Jupiterhe

MARKER

aaaas
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Cosmic Power For Johnny

Focus

You can be extremely sensitive to criticism. Unfortunately, this can occasionally make you miss opportunities to advance
yourself, possibly because of a fear of failure.

This aspect also occasionally inclines you to daydream about your potentials more than actively seeking to make them
real. Perhaps communication with your parents was unclear or confused in some way. Maybe you didn't get the support
you needed in choosing a career so that, even now, you are still finding it difficult to know just what it is you want out of
life.

As a result, at times, you may tend to spread yourself too thinly and become involved in too many diverse activities,
often taking on more than you can efficiently handle. Try to focus on specific fields or goals.

_ Ascendant Square Neptunelr

MARKER

aaaaa
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a

Vitality

You're usually on the go and have a natural ability to do two or more things at once. You're forever being accused of being
two-faced and having a split personality. Nonsense! It's just that you're faster and more versatile than most and other
people resent this.

However, there is a tendency to change your tack in mid-course; then back again, then back. You'll therefore need to
develop the willpower to see a particular course of action through to its conclusion.

There's a restless need for a variety of different contacts and relationships. You also have a need for constant intellectual
stimulation and welcome the opportunity to express your opinions, which you can do very well on a number of different
subjects.

3

Your essential self, the focus of your being. It indicates what you are striving to become as an individual.

The Sun

Sun in Gemini

Self expression

You may find you need a large circle of friends and acquaintances. This need can be extended to various groups and
associations that are trying to achieve some sort of social change. Through such groups you'll be able to express yourself
openly and gain a sense of purpose and direction. However, you'll need to suppress the desire to always be the leader of
such groups as you may not always be the right person for the job.

The eleventh house represents where you most look to the future, your hopes and wishes, your friends, how you act in
group situations and the kinds of groups to which you are attracted.

Sun in 11th house

Optimism

You have a sense of optimism and faith in life that will tend to offset any other pessimistic or depressive influences. No
matter how difficult things may seem on the surface, you always feel that you'll pull through in the end.

You'll need to find some form of philosophy or religious system that will help you to understand the meaning of your
experiences. You have a desire to learn as much as you can about the world and to expand your horizons through the
accumulation of knowledge.

a Sun Sextile Jupiterhy

MARKER

aaass

Determined

You're able to work towards your goals with persistence, determination and self-discipline. You have ambition, but you
don't feel the need to step on others in order to succeed. Because of this, others will be prepared to help you on your
way because they won't feel threatened. You're able to handle responsibility and turn difficult situations into creative
opportunities.

a Sun Trine Saturnje

MARKER

aasss
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Cosmic Power For Johnny

s

Habits

Your way of behaving may be influenced by a deep need for something that's secure and permanent in your home and
emotional life. This may be the result of a lack of such material and emotional security in your childhood or the result of
values inherited from your parents.

0

Represents the emotional and compassionate side of your nature and your immediate emotional reaction to life pleasures
and problems. It also indicates attitudes instilled in early childhood.

The Moon

Moon in Capricorn

Attitudes, emotions and specific needs

Your emotions can be quite secretive and often inaccessible to others. When someone you don't really trust or know gets
too close, up go the barricades. It takes quite some time for those barricades to be broken down - it takes quite some time
for an acquaintance to become a friend.

There's also a strong connection between your emotions and your physical health. When you're feeling emotionally low
this could lead to physical illness, whereas a sense of emotional happiness will bring about a sense of physical well-being.
At work, the way you feel about colleagues or bosses may go through phases, according to your fluctuating moods. They'll
certainly know about it when you have that Monday morning mood!

The sixth house represents your attitude toward your working environment and health, plus the interaction of your mind
and body to maintain the efficient (or inefficient) working of your physical being.

Moon in 6th house

Emotional balance

Your emotions can occasionally be rather fiery and unstable. There seems to be a conflict between your need for
emotional support and sharing, and a need for independence. The end result of this conflict is that you often swing
between feelings of dependence and independence, enthusiasm and depression. At times you may also have some
difficulty in balancing your personal responsibilities with your professional ambitions, causing conflict within yourself and
with those closest to you.

Your sympathy and understanding makes you generous towards others, but you may also occasionally be overly
extravagant, spending money that you don't have, or buying on credit in anticipation of what's to come. In order to avoid
getting into difficulties, you need to apply strict financial controls to yourself or at the very least, try to follow a sensible
budget.

s Moon Square Jupiterhr

MARKER

aaaaa

Vibes

You're sensitive to the vibrations and emotions in the atmosphere around you. However, your imagination can get
carried away at times.

s Moon Sextile Neptunely

MARKER

aaaaa

Emotional strength

Emotionally you'll generally be able to weather any storm with the knowledge that a crisis is often necessary to shake
you out of a rut and that you'll emerge from it with a greater inner strength and understanding.

s Moon Trine Pluto;e

MARKER

aaass
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d

Mentality

Your mind is practical and down to earth. You have the ability to concentrate for long periods of time. You'll generally not
make snap decisions, needing time to assimilate all the facts and arrive at a sensible, and usually practical conclusion.
However, this same tendency may occasionally make you too slow when reaching decisions. At times you may also lack
flexibility in your outlook as a result of a certain amount of stubbornness!

2

Represents your communication skills and how you think and receive information from others.

Mercury

Mercury in Taurus

Communication skills

In the area of ambitions and career you direct much of your mental energy and intellect towards the achievement of a
position of responsibility and authority.

However, your impatience and eagerness to pursue a particular career may lead to many false starts and wrong turns
before you finally decide what it is you really want to do but you'll learn a great deal about yourself in the process.

You have a need to be seen as intelligent and will probably settle in a career that enables you to express the need to
communicate. You would therefore do well in all areas concerned with communication, the media, journalism, teaching,
writing and transport.

The tenth house represents your ambitions, what you aim for and hope to achieve, your career or position plus your
relations with authority figures and the way you experience your parents.

Mercury in 10th house

Charm

You'll generally be fair and balanced in your thinking. When you express your opinions or have to make a decision on
some issue, you'll more often than not take care to examine all sides and reach an impartial conclusion. You don't really
like to offend anyone, not even people you disagree with.

Possessing a natural charm, you would make a good public speaker and should also get much pleasure from writing and
the arts. You have a natural ability to turn your ideas into money and, as others generally respect your opinion, you
usually have no trouble getting financial backing.

d Mercury Conjunction Venusfq

MARKER

aaaaa

Unreasonable

You're generally able to express yourself with a great deal of energy, but you don't always think things out carefully or
consider all of the facts before you voice your opinion.

You can also occasionally have an explosive temper and, when upset, your criticisms or verbal attacks can be cutting and
hurtful. Perhaps you had to learn early in life to defend yourself verbally, or put your opinions across in a forceful or
aggressive manner in order to be heard. Whatever the case, the end result is that in adulthood you'll tend to regard
challenges to your opinions and ideas as a direct attack on yourself, and react accordingly.

In your home or professional life particularly you're not afraid to take a stand for what you believe, although at times if
you looked at things more objectively, you may be able to see that you could be acting rather unreasonably.

d Mercury Square Marsgr

MARKER

assss
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Doubt

You have a tendency to look on the gloomy side of things, to think more about obstacles and potential difficulties than
about opportunities and exploration.
You may also occasionally have difficulty in communication when it comes to general conversation or discussion, possibly
due to an inner doubt about whether you'll be properly understood, or even listened to.

Nevertheless, your caution and thoroughness in intellectual matters will benefit you well. Indeed, your tendency to look
for problems before they arise means that you usually have the solution already to hand when it is needed.

d Mercury Square Saturnjr

MARKER

aaaas

Relax

Both your nervous system and intellect benefit from a high level of nervous tension. Your mind is stimulated by visions of
the future and is open to new ideas and new ways of thinking.

You don't generally allow yourself to get into an intellectual rut. You may occasionally find it difficult, however, to control
your mind and find a state of inner peace as your thoughts are always racing ahead of you. At times you may be on a
'short fuse', reacting too quickly to other people's opinions before you have fully considered what they have said.

You can learn quickly, your intuition is strong and you have many original and inventive ideas, but to make the most of
your powerful mental energies, you'll need to learn to slow down and relax occasionally.

d Mercury Square UranusKr

MARKER

aasss
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f

Capacity for love

You have a loyal and steady approach to relationships. You'll want to feel stable and secure and will be happy to
reciprocate these needs to your partner. Although at times you can appear quite reserved, this masks a deep and
passionate nature. You can be strongly jealous of any situation or person that you feel is a threat to your emotional
security.

2

Represents how you express your emotions within love, marriage and other personal relationships. It also indicates your
attitude towards money, possessions and your aesthetic values.

Venus

Venus in Taurus

Love and what you value most

Your career and reputation is important to you and you'll probably seek a career that allows you to express your artistic
abilities. You will prefer harmony and co-operation in your professional life rather than back-stabbing and power
struggles. Whatever you want to achieve with your life will have to be done with grace and style.

You need to work with people you like, and can get along with, and you may form many romantic attachments as a direct
result of your career activities, or you may become involved with someone who can help and support you in your career
goals.

The tenth house represents your ambitions, what you aim for and hope to achieve, your career or position plus your
relations with authority figures and the way you experience your parents.

Venus in 10th house

Adventurous

There could be a conflict between your need to be close to someone and your need for emotional independence. This
may also lead to a sense of dissatisfaction with yourself and irritability with those closest to you since you feel that
they're always getting in your way and preventing you from doing what you want to do.

Your more placid and charming side can cover over the tension for a while, but your more aggressive and demanding
side will eventually break out and shatter the peace.

A sense of excitement and satisfaction in your love life will be important. If sex becomes dull and routine or you feel that
you're no longer appreciated or desired you'll find a new relationship that will rekindle the spark of desire.

f Venus Square Marsgr

MARKER

assss

Self expression

There may be some difficulty in handling your personal relationships. You may have difficulty in finding a partner who
lives up to your rather exacting expectations. Judging the other's faults harshly, you'll not allow anyone to get too close
until you feel that they're safe and can be trusted. You don't express affection easily, withholding your feelings out of
fear that they will be rejected.

This feeling may result from experiences as a child as one of your parents, possibly your father, may have been
indifferent or difficult to get close to. The rejection you felt then has carried through to the present and you'll therefore
approach present relationships warily. On the other hand, the father may not have been around at all.

The way around this conflict is to establish this missing sense of security by achieving something through your own
efforts. When you accept that you don't need the support of anyone to make something of your life, you'll feel happier
and more secure about yourself.

f Venus Square Saturnjr

MARKER

aaaas
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Unconventional relationship

At times you may experience some difficulty and sudden changes or breaks in your relationships. If people try to get too
close too quickly you'll rapidly back off.

You also probably have little regard for traditional forms of marriage since this would considerably reduce your freedom
to do what you want, a freedom you don't easily relinquish. Any form of jealousy and possessiveness particularly
horrifies you.

Even if you are involved in a serious relationship, or married, you'll still demand a great deal of freedom and
independence for yourself. You may try to suppress these needs for a while out of respect for the other person's feelings
or wishes, but if you do so for too long, the tensions will build up until your need for freedom erupts to the surface.

f Venus Square UranusKr

MARKER

aasss
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g

Driving force

You'll generally put a great deal of energy into arranging your practical and material affairs. No matter how tight money is
- you'll somehow always manage to pay your bills and provide the basic necessities of life.

At times, however, you may also be over-critical both of yourself and others, with a tendency to constantly question
motives and a need to understand the whys and wherefores of everything you do.

6

Represents your sex drive, stamina and how aggressively you assert yourself and express your desires.

Mars

Mars in Virgo

Stamina and assertiveness

You'll have plenty of energy and will be able to assert yourself directly and if necessary, rather forcefully. Restrictions on
your personal freedom will rarely be tolerated. You're certainly not the type to sit quietly in a corner - you need to let
everybody know that you're around!

The first house represents the area of life concerned with your sense of self-identity.

Mars in 1st house

Self motivation

You're fiercely independent, impulsive, self-motivated and when you know what you want, you'll go for it with a tireless
energy and determination that will find a way around all obstacles, or crash straight through them! Your emotions can
explode at a moment's notice.

You're not very good at taking advice as, more often than not, you have to do things your way or not at all. Others may
therefore occasionally regard you as arrogant and reckless, but you need excitement and stimulation, so, if your life
becomes too routine and boring you're likely to stir things up just for the hell of it.

Your physical desires are strong and you don't need emotional closeness or involvement in order to satisfy these desires.

You don't like any restrictions placed on your actions, preferring to be free to act on your own initiative and in any way
you choose. Your insistence on this right will therefore, probably, end up causing you some conflict with others during
your life.

g Mars Conjunction UranusKq

MARKER

aaaas

Unstoppable

You can be determined and persistent. When you decide that you want something, there's generally no stopping you
until you get it, although your motives may often be simply to prove to yourself, and others, that you can get your own
way.

You assert yourself with an intensity and power that some admire, but which others find threatening. As a result you're
usually able to get your own way. Although whilst you have a powerful need to assert your own desires, you also have
tremendous self-control, able to hold yourself back until the right moment before making your move. Nevertheless, you
have very little tolerance for anything and anyone who tries to stand in your way.

g Mars Conjunction Pluto;q

MARKER

assss
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h

Optimism and understanding

You will need to maintain a high energy level, coupled with a sense of self-esteem, in order to make the most of
opportunities that come your way. This will be easy enough when things are going well, (at such times you'll feel confident
and determined) but when things go wrong your determination may dissolve or you could react with anger.

You're an independent individual who needs freedom to pursue your own goals and what's more - you don't like to be
obstructed on the journey.

1

Represents expansion, your sense of fun, optimism and generosity. It also gives information concerning your religious and
philosophical beliefs.

Jupiter

Jupiter in Aries

Optimism and understanding

It's through experience connected with travel and higher education, religion and philosophy that you can best grow
beyond your present mental and physical limitations and find faith and meaning in life.

Indeed this is a good placing for long distance travel and your travels will be most beneficial if undertaken as a learning
experience, for the purpose of gaining greater understanding and knowledge. In these matters foreign people should be
of great benefit to you.

The ninth house represents your search for knowledge and awareness through travel and higher education, plus the law,
religion and the use of your higher or more intuitive mental faculties.

Jupiter in 9th house

Idealistic

You have high ideals, but you may lack the discipline required to make these ideals a reality in your own life.
Understanding and sympathetic to others, you may at times unknowingly allow others to take advantage of your good
nature.

If you can discipline your imaginative mind, perhaps through meditation or self-analysis, you could gain a great deal more
understanding about yourself.

h Jupiter Quincunx Neptunelu

MARKER

aaaas

Opportunity and Luck

You'll get on with friends, family and lovers much better than usual during this time. Surround yourself with friends, this
is not a time to be alone, it's a time for learning, generosity and sharing. New friendships will be formed, but one special
individual could have a tremendous impact on your life.

A new romance or love affair may start as a fun flirtation, but it will probably end as an enduring and loving relationship.
This would be an excellent time to be married, or set up home with a long-term lover. Good fortune will be on your side.

Retraining or study is likely. Don't ignore opportunities to better yourself. No matter how doubtful you feel that you'll
actually ever use the training now on offer, take advantage of this chance. You'll be surprised just how useful this training
will be right throughout your lifetime. You may also now become more involved in studying religious or metaphysical
studies.

h Jupiter Trine Ascendant_e
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Challenges

It's important that you set objectives in life because once they have been determined they will be followed through to
completion. You also enjoy being with others and belonging to groups or associations, which helps give security to your
personal and professional life.

-

Represents your sense of responsibility and limitations. It shows how you react to setbacks and the areas in which you are
most fearful and insecure. Nevertheless, it is also the planet that teaches the important lessons of life and can become
your greatest strength.

Saturn

Saturn in Aquarius

Setbacks and insecurities

There is a potential difficulty in dealing with relationships. This may be the result of a difficult relationship with your
father. Perhaps he was not around when you needed him, or was unable to relate to you in the way that you need.

You may therefore, at times, resist becoming too involved with others out of a fear of rejection. You may also feel that
you don't really want to become too dependent on another person and so put off marriage or a more permanent
relationship until later in life. On the other hand, the same inner fears may lead you into a long relationship at a very early
age, thus missing the period of change and experimentation that most young people go through.

The seventh house represents your relationships, how you express yourself within them and what qualities you seek in
others, including your marriage partner; at least the first major relationship with that kind of commitment.

Saturn in 7th house

K

Independence

You're not likely to stay in a job out of a sense of duty or tolerate work that has become routine and boring. Your work
needs to allow you scope for originality, inventiveness and movement. You'll want to do things your own way and will
dislike being bound by other people's rules and regulations. This could therefore lead to many disruptions and changes in
your career. Beware being over critical. Unusual ideas about food may also lead to strange eating habits. There's also a
slight danger of stress related illnesses and to being more accident prone than most.

6

Represents the expression of your need for freedom and independence and the way you choose to experiment with life.
Uranus is the motivation behind your future dreams.

Uranus

Uranus in Virgo

Individuality

You need to make your own way in life, to be different from the norm in some way. At times you may even enjoy shocking
others.

People with this placing generally have a kind of electric aura that others may either find attractive or difficult to handle.
You don't like to be taken for granted and you need to be respected for your own originality, to be seen as an individual
with the freedom to make your own choices and be yourself.

The first house represents the area of life concerned with your sense of self-identity.

Uranus in 1st house

Cosmic Power For Johnny
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l

Idealism

Born between 1957-1970 you are part of a permissive generation whose experimentation with sex and drugs invaded
everyday life and eroded many traditional family values. This was also the most prominent time of the Cold War, a time of
spies and secret surveillance.

8

Represents your spiritual self, dreams, imagination and creative abilities.

Neptune

Neptune in Scorpio

Self sacrifice and uncertainty

There may have been a need for considerable self-sacrifice as a child. It may be that one or both of your parents were
absent, or too involved in helping others to give you the love and attention that you needed. It is possible that your
parents had a drug or alcohol problem.

In any event, you will have a deep yearning to find some kind of "spiritual home", where you can feel that you really
belong. You may open up your own home to people and groups who are seeking some deeper meaning in their own life,
or you may drift from one home to another with some deep-seated sense of dissatisfaction making it difficult for you to
settle down in one place.

The fourth house represents family and cultural conditioning, your a sense of belonging, deep inner feelings, habit
patterns, experience of your parents, your own home and conditions surrounding you during the second half of life.

Neptune in 4th house

Generational influences

Starting in 1942, and for the next hundred years, everyone born during this time will be affected by the changes taking
place in the world's collective psyche. The keynote of this entire period will be the complete transformation of our
existing scientific, religious and political belief systems.

l Neptune Sextile Pluto;y
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Forces of change

Pluto was in Virgo between 1957-1971.  When you were born your generation experienced a time of powerful political
forces such as trade unions, unparalleled changes within the health and welfare system, a time of tremendous changes
within many work environments due to computers and automation.  New developments in birth control led to greater
sexual freedom, and experimentation with psychedelic drugs revealed previously unknown levels of consciousness.

6

Represents the secretive side of your nature, your obsessions and shows us how to come to terms with and deal with your
deepest insecurities.

Pluto

Pluto in Virgo

Secrets, powerful obsessions

Deep feelings surround the issue of your financial security. At times you may fear that somehow all that you possess will
be destroyed or taken away from you. As a result you may tend to become overly possessive of your finances. On the
other hand this fear may not be so irrational but the result of an early, possibly painful, experience. Either way, there will
be periods in your life when matters concerning your possessions will undergo some kind of upheaval or complete
change.

It is through experiences such as these that you will gradually learn that possessions are not restricted to material objects.
We are all born with inherent gifts and talents that are just as much our possessions as our material wealth. It is by
cultivating and valuing these possessions that you will accumulate the kind of wealth that cannot be destroyed by
temporary upheavals in your external life.

The second house represents possessions, what you own, accumulation of wealth and resources or acquired skills and
gifts which give you a sense of value, worth and personal security.

Pluto in 2nd house

+

Career

Needing security and wealth, ambition and career matters will be prominent in your life. Your cautious and practical
nature also ensures a special talent in business and finance. But whatever you achieve will have to be done with grace and
diplomacy, backbiting and power struggles really aren't your style. Romantic attachments may also be formed as a direct
result of your career activities, possibly with someone older than yourself. Or you may become financially involved with
someone who will help and support your career plans.

2

Represents your ambitions and potential for achievement.

The Midheaven

Taurus at the Midheaven
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Sign Keyword Ruling Planet Modality Element

Aries 1 I Am Mars g Cardinal Fire

Taurus 2 I Have Venus f Fixed Earth

Gemini 3 I Think Mercury d Mutable Air

Cancer 4 I Feel Moon s Cardinal Water

Leo 5 I Will Sun a Fixed Fire

Virgo 6 I Examine Mercury d Mutable Earth

Libra 7 I Complement Venus f Cardinal Air

Scorpio 8 I Desire Pluto ; Fixed Water

Sagittarius 9 I Seek Jupiter h Mutable Fire

Capricorn 0 I Use Saturn j Cardinal Earth

Aquarius - I Know Uranus K Fixed Air

Pisces = I Believe Neptune l Mutable Water

Harmonious Aspect Challenging Aspect Point

Conjunction q 0° Opposition w 180° Ascendant _ Persona

Trine e 120° Quincunx u 150° Midheaven + Image

Sextile y 60° Sesquiquadrate o 135° North Node . Growth

Semisextile t 30° Square r 90° South Node / Experience

Semisquare i 45° Chiron c Healing

Planet Rulership Element

Sun a Self Expression Air Thought

Moon s Emotion Fire Life Energy

Mercury d Perception Water Emotions

Venus f Attraction Earth Physical

Mars g Assertion

Jupiter h Expansion Modality

Saturn j Limitation

Uranus K Individualism Cardinal Creative

Neptune l Compassion Mutable Adaptable

Pluto ; Compulsion Fixed Persistent

House Rules House Rules

1st Personality mask 7th Relationships
2nd Material security 8th Ability to deal with life
3rd Intellectual ability 9th Philosophical beliefs
4th Emotional security 10th Personal status
5th Enjoyment of life 11th Social life
6th Responsibilities 12th Secret dreams
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